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ABSTRACT  

SAS/QC
®
 provides procedures, such as PROC SHEWHART, to produce control charts with centerlines 

and control limits. When quality improvement initiatives create an out-of-control process of improvement, 
centerlines and control limits need to be recalculated. While this is not a complicated process, producing 
many charts with multiple centerline shifts can quickly become difficult. This paper illustrates the use of a 
macro to efficiently compute centerlines and control limits when one or more recalculations are needed 
for multiple charts. 

INTRODUCTION  

Historically, applications of Statistical Process Control have focused on maintaining the centerline and 
keeping processes in control.  SAS QC provides procedures to produce control charts, such as PROC 
SHEWHART.  Control charts, however, may also be used to measure performance improvement.  The 
Institute for HealthCare Improvement has been suggesting the use of control charts to measure 
improvement in healthcare processes for over 10 years.   The Data Management Center at Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital produces a total of approximately 1000 control charts each month for five separate 
collaboratives involving from 20 to 40 sites.   Other registries and other industry or government groups 
that work to improve processes may also be monitoring improvement with control charts.  

For improvement initiatives the emphasis is on creating an out of control process in which the centerline 
shifts in the desired direction.  Hence, our focus is to monitor centerline shifts rather than notice and 
correct an out of control situation.  While this is not difficult, it quickly becomes cumbersome if the control 
charts need to be produced for multiple measures and multiple sites, each with their own unique 
centerline movements.  Using a relatively simple macro, this paper will demonstrate how to easily 
compute and shift centerlines and control limits for multiple charts, and make maintenance of these 
centerlines simple, efficient, and flexible.  This paper will focus on p-charts, however the macro can easily 
be edited to take other types of control charts into account.  

WITHOUT THE MACRO 

Prior to the macro development, shifts in control limits and centerlines were programmed using simple, 
yet repetitive code. To create a control chart, a data set is created with numerators and denominators for 
each measure.  If the centerline needs to be shifted, dates are either hard coded in the program or if 
many shifts are needed, a second data set containing the dates (referred to in this paper as break dates) 
is created.   Assuming a separate data set is created for the break dates, the first step is to merge this file 
with the numerator and denominator file.  The next step is to create a group variable which categorizes all 
of the points greater than the first break date and up to the next.   

The number of points used to calculate the centerline must be identified.  To do this, a counting variable 
is created and the correct number of points is output to the dataset.   Summing the numerators and 
denominators can then be achieved by running PROC MEANS for each group and outputting the sum. 
Using the sums from PROC MEANS, the centerline, standard deviation and control limits can be 
calculated.  

There are several limitations to using this process as opposed to the macro.  If break dates are hard 
coded in a program, updates require searching, changing and testing the applicable code.  If break dates 
are stored in a data set, the maximum number of break dates for all graphs needs to be determined in 
order to use the grouping variable.  Also, the number of points used in calculating each centerline must 
be hardcoded into the program.  While individually these are simple processes, the difficulty comes when 
there are multiple sites with several different centerline shifts and each is unique to the site.  Additionally, 
not having to make changes to a production program is more efficient and effective.  With this macro, 
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changes and updates are made to a spreadsheet rather than the program. 

THE MACRO – A BETTER SOLUTION 

To simplify maintenance of centerline shift data, a spreadsheet with columns for the data set name 
(DSN), the dependent variable on the p chart (YVar), the independent variable on the p chart (XVar), the 
break date(s) (Break_date), and the number of points (Pts) to be used to calculate the centerline was 
created.  Each row represents one chart to be produced.  The first break date is the starting point of the x 
axis on the chart.  Note that for this macro, the values of the variable XVar must be a SAS

®
 keyword for a 

time interval, such as month, quarter, week, etc.  The data set DSN must contain values of the variable 
YVar must also include the denominators.  In the code presented in the appendix, this is represented by 
the variable YN. 

  

 

 

 

 
        Table 1, Example of Spreadsheet Layout 

 

The macro requires one macro variable, the file name of the spreadsheet, which is imported to create a 
SAS data set. 

The first step in the macro uses the SQL procedure to determine the number of rows in the spreadsheet, 
which corresponds to the number of charts to be produced: 

   PROC SQL noprint; 

 select count(*) 

         into: Nobs 

    from breakptsexcel; 

   quit; 

The macro variable Nobs created above identifies the end point of a loop for each chart that needs to be 
produced (each row in the dataset). 

Using CALL SYMPUTX, a macro variable is created for each of the column variables in the spreadsheet.   

The number of break dates is calculated using the COUNTW function, and is then stored as the macro 
variable N: 

   data _null_; 

      num=countw("&break_date",' '); 

      call symputx('N',num); 

   run; 

A second loop is started for each break date with a %DO loop incrementing with the macro variable &i. 

 A SAS data set, period_&i. is created for each break date, containing the observations needed for the 
period from one break date to the next break date, or if no next break date, the end of the dataset.   A 
macro variable, &nobs2, is created with the number of observations in this data set for later use in the 
limits data set. 

The centerline is calculated using the number of points listed in the spreadsheet and is stored in a SAS 
data set, centerline_&i.  

The limits data set is created assigning the following variables that need to be used with the SHEWHART 
procedure: 

_var_ is the y axis variable 

DSN YVar XVar Break_date Pts 

a9995 Pct_infection month 1/1/2007 2/1/2009  6/1/2010 20 

a9996 Pct_remission Quarter 2/1/2007 10 

a9997 Pct_growth week 1/1/2007 7/1/2011 30 
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_subgrp_ is the x axis variable 

_limitn_ is set equal to .V so the limits vary with the value of n 

_type_ is set to ESTIMATE to represent estimated values (Other options are 'STANDARD', 'STDMU', and 
'STDSIGMA') 

These values and the centerline are output to a data set &nobs2 number of times, so the limits data set 
has the same number of observations as period_&i. data set.  PROC SHEWHART is run with the 
calculated limits for this period: 

   proc shewhart data = period_&i limits=lim_&i;  

      pchart &VAR * &XVAR / tests = 1,2,3  

          testnmethod = standardize   

          test2run = 8   

          subgroupn = &VAR.N 

          dataunit = proportion  

          outtable = CC_data_&i   

     maxpanels=34 

     nochart;  

   run;  

This concludes the loop for this break date. 

Finally, data sets are concatenated for all periods completing the loop for this chart.  The table below 
displays the SAS data set created from the first row of the spreadsheet and contains the variables 
necessary to graph the control chart.  The graph created from this SAS data set is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Table 2, Macro Output Data Set 
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Figure 1, Graph of Control Chart Data from Table 2 

CONCLUSION 

Statistical Process Control charts were originally intended to help organizations reduce variation and 
maintain a centerline.  However, quality improvement initiatives create out of control process changes to 
move centerlines in the desired direction.  Hence, when using statistical process control charts for quality 
improvement, shifts (often multiple ones) in centerlines are common.  Using this macro simplifies the 
programming and maintenance of these centerline shifts on p-charts.  The spreadsheet provides a simple 
way to review and add new centerline shifts.  Many organizations produce multiple charts based on 
different measures, sites or other groupings.  The value provided by the macro is amplified in these 
situations.  While this paper addresses p-charts only, this macro can be easily modified for other types of 
control charts as needed. 
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APPENDIX 

%macro cc_break(sheet=); 

 

options merror mprint symbolgen spool; 

 

* Create macro variable Nobs - Number of observations in breakptsexcel; 

  

proc sql noprint; 

 select count(*) 

   into: Nobs 

   from &sheet.; 

quit; 

 

* Loop through macro once for each observation; 

  

%do j=1 %to &Nobs; 

 

* Create macro variables for variables in breakptsexcel; 

   data _null_; 

 set &sheet.; 

 if _N_=&j; 

 call symputx('break_date',break_date); 

 call symputx('DSN',dsn);  

 call symputx('Yvar',Yvar); 

 call symputx('Xvar',Xvar); 

 call symputx('pts',pts); 

 call symputx('dsnout',dsnout); 

   run; 

 

* Calculate number of break points - Create macro variable N; 

   data _null_; 

 num=countw("&break_date",' '); 

 call symputx('N',num); 

   run; 

 

* Create a variable for each break point;  

   %macro setdata; 

     CC_data_&i 

   %mend setdata; 

  

   %macro breaks; 

     %do i=1 %to &N; 

        %let k=%sysevalf(&i+1); 

     * Create file with everything in period i (up to next break date); 

   data period_&i.; 

      set &dsn; 

      break_date&i=input(trim(scanq("&break_date",&i)),MMDDYY10.);  

      break_date&k=input(trim(scanq("&break_date",&k)),MMDDYY10.);  

      %if %sysevalf(&i) < %sysevalf(&N.) %then %do; 

    if &XVAR ge BREAK_DATE&i and &XVAR lt BREAK_DATE&k.; 

      %end; 

      %else %do; 

    if &XVAR ge BREAK_DATE&i; 

      %end; 

      format break_date&i break_date&k mmddyy10.; 
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* Create a macro variable with the number of observations in this file;      

* This is needed to create the limits file below with the correct number of       

observations in it; 

     call symputx('nobs2',_n_); 

  run; 

  

* Calculate the centerline over baseline period for each i; 

  proc sql; 

          create table centerline_&i as 

          select sum(&YVAR*YN)/sum(YN) as _P_ 

     %if %sysevalf(&i) < %sysevalf(&N.) %then %do; 

   from period_&i. where &XVAR ge BREAK_DATE&i and &XVAR le  

   min(intnx("&XVAR",BREAK_DATE&i,%sysevalf(&PTS-1),'b'),  

   intnx("&XVAR",BREAK_DATE&k.,-1,'b')); 

     %end; 

     %else %do; 

from period_&i. where &XVAR ge BREAK_DATE&i and &XVAR le          

intnx("&XVAR",BREAK_DATE&i,%sysevalf(&PTS-1),'b'); 

     %end; 

      quit; 

 

* Create limit file with centerline and other variables needed; 

  data lim_&i; 

          set centerline_&i.; 

          _VAR_="&YVAR"; 

          _SUBGRP_="&Xvar"; 

     _LIMITN_=.V; 

     _TYPE_="ESTIMATE"; 

          do ii= 1 to &nobs2; 

   output; 

     end; 

       run; 

 

* Run Proc Shewhart; 

       proc shewhart  data=period_&i limits=lim_&i;  

          pchart &YVAR*&XVAR / tests=1,2,3  

                               testnmethod=standardize   

                               test2run=8   

                               subgroupn=YN 

      dataunit=proportion  

                               outtable=CC_data_&i   

      maxpanels=34 

      nochart;   

      run; 

    %end; 

 

* Concatenate datasets; 

    data &dsnout.; 

  set  

      %do i=1 %to &N; 

          %setdata  

      %end; 

  ; 

      rename _SUBN_=&YVAR._SUBN_ 

         _LCLP_=&YVAR._LCLP_ 

    _SUBP_=&YVAR._SUBP_ 

    _P_=&YVAR._P_ 
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    _UCLP_=&YVAR._UCLP_; 

   run; 

 

%mend breaks; 

 

%breaks; 

  

%end; 

 

%mend cc_break; 

 

 


